
go check this out...
Posted by Prof. Goose on May 30, 2005 - 11:16am

You should go check out Mobjectivist's blog today. He's posted a wonderful reprint of an editorial
on peak oil from 1976. Scary prescience...

Here's some blurbage from Mob and a couple of pghs of the article itself:

"This post includes a long "Peak Oil" editorial published in a popular fishing magazine from the
1970's called Fishing Facts. I think it took a lot of guts for the publisher, George Pazik, to write
something with an edge to it that ostensibly catered to a rather conservative audience. This first
grabbed my eye as a teenager and because of my tunnel-vision for outdoors activities at the time,
I can't say whether other popular magazines featured such pessimistic outlooks. Pazik had
written and continued to write strong editorials on conservation and environmental pollution after
this editorial. However, this was a kind of crowning achievement, and authorities such as Al
Bartlett from U. of Colorado reference this piece. Compared to what he did almost 30 years ago,
today's current publishers and media midgets do absolutely shameful work.

Our Petroleum Predicament

A Special Editorial Feature by GEORGE PAZIK Editor & Publisher, Fishing Facts, November
1976

FORWARD

If you and I could get away on a fishing trip for a few days, we would probably talk about many
things. Our talk would not just be confined to fishing; we would probably discuss many other
things which concern us. Since there is no way I could go fishing with 200,000 people, I use these
editorials each month as an opportunity to visit with you. I don't confine my editorials to fishing,
either, but have always covered a number of subjects which concern us as fishermen and as fellow
human beings.

This editorial is written in early September. It should reach you at just about the time of the third
anniversary of the Arab Oil Embargo and, perhaps, just before the American presidential election.
Although a recent poll shows that 55% of us don't believe there ever was an "Energy Crisis", all of
us will have to admit that the Arab embargo changed the world."

Go to the postings for today
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